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Advancing Technology with Subspace Emissary is a multiplayer game of galactic conquest and economic dominance. Players on either side can choose to take part in the game as one of three races: the Humans, the Vela, or the former robot empire, the Aurerians. The game begins when one side engages in galactic warfare. Players will
try to gain control of bases on a large, procedurally generated map of the galaxies. Players will then spend their turns playing cards, and during their downtime, they can engage in commerce. The game draws elements from space strategy games such as Asteroids, and economic strategy games such as Dominion. The game is entirely
multiplayer. There are no AI opponents. You can play single player with the option of joining a multiplayer game over the internet. Please join our Discord to ask questions and discuss strategy: Take command of your station in the Subspace Emissary, the largest and most important station of the Aurerians and Vela. Create a base and
manage your troops' supplies of food, energy, ammunition, and research as you wait for a massive enemy fleet to come knocking on your door. It will be up to you to prepare your fleet for all-out war, or to gather the resources to keep your station running smoothly. Buy and sell space suits to other players using the over-the-air comms
system or request a shipment from the larger shipping depot on the station. Interact with other stations using a mind-meld system or look for other stations on the map and interact with them. Build new weapons and equipment to enhance your station's defenses. Work with your friends to unlock achievements, help your station survive
against other stations, and fight alongside them against the larger enemy fleets and attack ships. The Subspace Emissary is your station, but it is only one piece of a puzzle. Other stations will need supplies from you. Look out for other stations on the map, and try to find the goods that they need. You'll also need to keep an eye on your
own station for incoming enemy fleets and attack ships. Build defenses to survive the onslaught. Subspace Emissary will feature a single player campaign, where you control the ship Orpheus, a Vela station and a leader of the Aurerians, who has found a Vela ship with disturbing news about the Vela’s home world. Your task is to find out
the whole truth about

Sketchbots Features Key:
2 Local Multiplayer
Improved AI and Game Mechanics
Maps, Stages, Characters
PNG and JPG support for high quality sketchings
Accessibility mode for all mobiles
Supporting for mobile devices
Pressure Sensitive Painting Mode
Supporting Apple accelerometer
Supporting HTML5
Supporting Wi-Fi and Bluetooth
Supporting for UNIX, Windows and Android

Key Features:

Sketchbots acts like real sketch characters
2 Local Multiplayer
Improved AI and Game Mechanics
Maps, Stages, Characters
PNG and JPG support for high quality sketchings
Accessibility mode for all mobiles
Supporting Apple accelerometer
Supporting HTML5
Supporting Wi-Fi and Bluetooth
Supporting for UNIX, Windows and Android

Press the  Start button to play with your friend or with the computer.

A real sketch bot is in your computer waiting to help you. If you play with a friend, you can see your sketch on his screen. If you play with a computer, you can save your sketch until you send it by email.

Sketchbots characters are moving all the time, if you want to move some of them, press the arrow keys on your keyboard or tap the left side of your screen.
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